
ProCair Prime
The ground-breaking, unique  alternating pressure 

mattress with an integrated pump.

pressure care and patient handling specialists mortonperry.co.nz   /  0800 238 523

Integrated pump eliminates costly pump 
repairs from pumps being damaged when 

bumped onto the floor

Multi-stretch, 
breathable, water 

resistant cover

1 in 2 air cell alternating 
system to assist in the 

prevention or treatment 
of pressure injuries 

Foam Sheet layer can be 
positioned under air  

cells for added bottoming 
out protection or on top  

for hybrid mode  
operation

Integrated pump

Base Cover with 
dual zip for easy 
removal

User weight from 30kg

Automatic weight sensing technology 
delivers optimal pressure care

Can be adapted between dynamic  
mode or hybrid mode based on  

different clinical needs

Easy to use handset can 
be accessed by carer or patient

Quick twist CPR valve for rapid deflation in 
the event of an emergency
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Refer to the Technical Data Sheet for detailed specifications.

mortonperry.co.nz   /  0800 238 523

The ProCair Prime is adaptable for different clinical 

needs. It can be used as a fully alternating pressure 

mattress (dynamic mode) or easily converted to 

hybrid mode by positioning the foam sheet above 

the air cell layer.

DYNAMIC MODE HYBRID MODE

SPECIFICATIONS

CODE XNAPMPC-R03

CAPACITY  (SAFE WORKING LOAD) 30–200 kg

SYSTEM ALTERNATION 1 in 2

WARRANTY 3 year

PRESSURE INJURY RISK Very high risk

COMPLIANCE IEC 60601-1, IEC60601-1-2, IEC60601-1-11

ARTG 289458

MATTRESS DIMENSIONS (L x W x H) 2000 x 900 x 180mm

MATTRESS WEIGHT 12 kg

30-200kg

3
YEAR

WARRANTY

Easy to setup, the ProCair Prime automatically adjusts the 

pressure to suit the weight of the patient and does not need a 

separate pump unit to hang from the bed - it is all built in!  




